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“Im” and “In” are negative prefixes. Here are some exercises. 

Make the following words in the negative using the prefix “im” and “in“. 

 Word Negative 

pure ____ pure 

valid ____valid 

polite ____polite 

dependent ____dependent 

patient ____patient 

moral ____moral 

correct ____correct 

expensive ____expensive 

balanced ____balanced 

audible ____audible 

 

Make the following words in the negative using the prefix “im” and “in“. 

Word Negative 

precise ____precise 

active ____active 

partial ____partial 

perfect ____perfect 

possible ____possible 

sane ____sane 

ability ____ability 

mobile ____mobile 

capable ____capable 

pure ___pure 

 

 

When you are done, rewrite these words. 
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Match the prefix to the sentence. 

SORT ELEMENTS 

o impatient 

o imperfect 

o immoral 

o imbalance 

o impolite 

o impossible 

o immobile 

It is ____________________ to interrupt a person who is speaking.  

All the items on sale are sightly ____________________.  

It is __________________ to prove he stole the jewelry.  

Marva was too ______________________ to wait for the letter by mail.  

It was a terrible accident that left her _______________________.  

It's ________________________ to steal.  

Conflict often happens when there is an __________________ of power.  
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Match the prefix to the sentence. 

SORT ELEMENTS 

insane    inability   inaudible 

invalid   incorrect   incapable 

inexpensive 

 

The sound was nearly ___________________.  

The accident made him an ___________________.  

This vase is just five dollars, it is ____________________.  

The murderer was found to be ____________________.  

I had two ____________________ answers in my answer sheet, so I lost marks.  

She is a kind child, she is _____________________ of causing others harm.  

Martha felt enraged by her ________________________ to complete the puzzle.  
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Type the correct word in the space below. 

impartial, imprecise, immobile, inefficient, incapable, inactive 

James is an ______________________member of the group. 

 

The judge made an __________________ruling. 

 

Our school rules are rather ______________________. 

 

Jess is a girl, she is ___________________________ of telling lies. 

 

The old machines were very __________________________as they broke down a lot. 

 

Brian stood in the doorway, he was perfectly_____________________for a few 

minutes. 
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Match the synonyms for the following words.  

SORT ELEMENTS 

rude 

sick 

idle 

impure 

cheap 

restless 

motionless 

 

impolite  

invalid  

immoral  

inactive  

impatient  

immobile  

inexpensive  

 

 


